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ConFLAG rat1on,

FREEDOM FOR PUERTO RICO!
by Ramon Olivencia

Under heavy rain, 5,000 people marched
through New York City on August 12th
demanding independence for Puerto Rico.
A few days later, the United Nations
Decolonization Com- mittee once again
began discussing the Case of Puerto Rico.
The United States tried to convince the
24 members of this Committee and the
friends of Puerto Rico's independence not
to vote for a resolution in support of the
right of the peoples of Puerto Rico to self
detennination and independence. They
used the projected referendum for Puerto
Rico they have initiated as a reason. In a
defeat for the U.S., the Decolonization
Committee adopted a resolution demanding
independence for Puerto Rico. As an
important show of solidarity, the Palestine
liberation Organization (PLO) and the
African National Congress (ANC) both
strongly defended the rights of Puerto
Ricans to their own land.
More recently, at the Ninth Congress of
the Non-Aligned Countries' Movement
held in Yugoslavia, support for Puerto
Rican independence was reiterated.
The colonial case of Puerto Rico has
been in the international (and not in the
North American) agenda for many years.
Puerto Rico today is one of the few
(continued on page 3)
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Jeremy Levinson
Since the Supreme Court's decision that
categorizes flag bmning as an expression
protected by the Constitution, throngs of
crazed flag burners have appeared in the
streets of our capital. In response, the United
States Senate has approved a bill designed to
protect Old Glory's 'physical integrity.' So
thorough is this bill that, as law, it will impose
a year jail sentence on anyone who merely
draws a flag and then proceeds to bwn it.
On the eve of ratification, we can of course
expect the first arrests under this law. These
cases will probably send the issue back to the
Supreme Court, which most likely will strike
the new law down. This event will lend new
credence to those in government (and other
special interest groups) who argue for an
amendment to the Constitution which would
simply exempt this particular act from rli'St
Amenchnent protection. It may read like this:
'Congress shall make no law... abridging the
freedmn of speech, unless it really, really

wants to ...

11

Criti~

attack the intent of these actions
from a variety of angles.
The most frequently cited aspect of this
issue is the obvious violation of the universal
right to freedom of expression. . Even our
nation's would-be guardians of the flag
recognize this fact. However, they claim, it is
an acceptable restriction, one supported by the
American people. This frightening preredent
would undennine the very existence of the
Constitution as a framework of basic rights
that are so fundamental so as to be inviolable,
even by a majority.
A related, yet less frequently articulated
criticism of the proposed amendment asserts
that these actions shall change the light in
which society sees the Constitution. For the
first time in history, our most prominent
politicians are campaigning an promises to
circumvent the intent of tl!e Constitution. in
(continued on page 5)
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NRC staff approves

TMI water boiling
HARRISBURG. Pa. - Three
Mile Island plant operators should
be allowed to boil away 2.3 million
gallons of radioactive water left
over from the nation's worst nuclear accident. the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff said Monday. The full NRC will vote on
evaporation procedures In slx
weeks. GPU Nuclear Corp. has
said the water contains radioactive tritium and trace amounts of
cesium 137 and strontium 90. The
three Isotopes cannot be removed
from the water and will be released Into the atmosphere. !APJ
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remaining colonies in the world; perhaps
the most important. The largest US naval
base outside of the mainland is there, and,
as im- poverished U.S. citizens, Puerto
Ricans are a strong presence in the Army.
The struggle for national liberation of
the Puerto Rican people has been long and
harsh having had to face the full force of
U.S. imperialism. The U.S. has
continuously rejected all proposals for
decolonization and has instead repeatedly
reaffmned its colonial power over the
Puerto Rican people.
Beginning in 1989, the U.S. government,
through its colonial governor in Puerto
Rico, took the initiative to conduct a
consultation .in Puerto Rico on the future
status of the island's residents. President
George Bush announced on February 2nd
that he would present legislation to
Congress to conduct a referendum no later
than 1991 in a process he described as "an
exercise in self-determination,. of Puerto
Rico concerning its fmal destiny. At the
same time, he voiced support for statehood
for Puerto Rico in his inaugural message
to Congress.
The developments since have led the
majority of the independence movement to
denounce the referendum as a reaffirmation of coloniaJism, with the U.S.
pretending to be conducting a process
reaffrrming colonialism while at the same
time presenting the referendum to the
United Nations and the international
community as "an exercise in selfdetermination".
Instead of a referendum, there should
be a plebiscite, guided by internationaJ law
and with the supervision of the United
Nations. A plebiscite can only occur after
the transfer of powers to the people of
Puerto Rico by the U.S. Congress, which
exercises control over the colony. Such
transfer should include the judicial,
political, and economical aspects to the
peoples of Puerto Rico, in accordance with
international law.

In view of the importance of this
.political strategem we are calling on the
international community and the
progressive and democratic sectors of the
U.S. to prevent any confusion as to the
true nature of this referendum --which,
just as in 1952 and 1967, does not alter the
colonial condition of Puerto Rico. The new
proposal seeks to confuse the international
community with the aim of eliminating or
reducing the pressure on the United States
to decolonize.
Since it is the United States as a colonial
power which is in question, the struggle of
the peoples of Puerto Rico for their
independence requires perhaps more than
any other anticolonial struggle the most
decisive solidarity of U.S. citizens and
residents.
Active support for Puerto Rican
independence ought to be on the agenda of
the U.S. progressive community .
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effect to redefine the Supnme Court's
position within our govemmenfs system of
checks and balances. In working to protect
the flag from 'desecration', Congress will
readily cJicJaedit the document that serves to
give a perceived meaning of government and
it's activities. This development can only be
understood as a ~ice in the lmtorical
stability of our governmental mechanism.

The flag uproar has also nurtured the
dmurbing tendency of viewing a symbd, the
flag, as that whidl it symbolizes. Irate
v~. rightly remembering their massive
sacrifices, have voiced urgent suwort for
measures to ban flag burning. The investment
these women and men have made in the flag is
tremendous; too large 1D anow an
understanding, in some cases, d what the flag
they fought for symbolizes. This position
victimizes these veterans especially. The
sacrifice involved in figh1ing a war, a just me
or not, generally involves nobJe intentions.
So mble as to deserve a rkher expanamn
than a symbd.
-

Lady, we nmst ze:wember 1hat the flag
hdds different meanings for different ltlCUn
of society. Indeed, f<r Native Americans, the
flag has served only as a symbol d stden
lands and s1augh1ered peope. African
Americans realize that the flag biay is the
grandchild of the one that flew fran the masts
of slave ships. It is the same as the flags that
are sewn on1D the Wliforms of the }XD:e that
have beaten them for demandingjustk:e. In
overlooking the diversity d symbOOsm
~with the flag, politidans have
reenf<reed the idea that the flag and 1be
institutions it represents are not equally
~Je to everyone. They have defined 1he
flags in terms simply out d syncb with the
hnpzessioos held by many Americans ri
diverse cultural and social histoly.
Latching on1D emotimal issues and
attempting to aeate a wave c1 fervor bas lcng
been a tadic m the .Amerkan poJi1ical scene.
Our presidenfs main aunpaign issue was his
adaation c1 the Pledge rL A1legimK:e.
POOticians will lDldwb1edly squeeze as
much out of the flag as pamDle. 11m is
ol:scene in the face d. the tremendous
problems begging to be addressed by our
political leadership. Indeed, empty yet
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"Whoever publicly profanes the
Reich or one of the states incorporated
into it, its Constitution, colors or nag
or the ( ;erman armed forces, or ma.
lidously and with premeditation
exposes them to contempt, shall be
punished hy imprisonment."
fJt'Cl'mhrr /CJ,/931. R(;Jif.f.
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()PPOSE FORCED PATRIOTISM.
STOP THE FLAG AMENDMENT
AND LAWS.
lod<~y.the

govenuncnt want' to han lh~ dc·,enatto tt hec;t usc they say it threa tens "national
unity ." To111orrow they could h<~n a ll politi cal di"ent.

The Emergcncy'Committee to Stop the fl~g .A.mendment and Laws is now mobili1.ing nationwide opposiuon to the proposed flag legislation . The Commillee plans to:

a
a

sponsor a national debate tour
develop natttmwide mcclta campatgns
• conduct a major symposium in New York
8 organize actions and demonstrations in Washington. D.C.
a sponsor a traveling flag art show
8 organile students. veter~ns. anists. writers. academics , lawyers and people
everywhere to stand up to this threatening~ ovemment action .
Speak out now. Rai'<~ your voice. Only througl immediate and direct ac tion can we figh t
govemment<tl limitations of speech. poltti~:al protest and artistic expre"ton:

MMI. TO: EMERGENCY COMMI17EE TO SmP 1/IE FLAG AMENDMENT IINIJ LAWS

189
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Deep Pore
Cleanstng Factals
Lash Ttnts

lip. Brow &
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emotional~

tend to gamer mae attention
as real issues grow in severity.

"(a)(l) Whoever knowingly mutilates. defaces, burns, or tramples
upon any flag of the United States
shall be fined under this title or imprisoned for not more than one year,
or both.
"(b) As used in this section, the
term 'flag of the United States'
means any flag of the United States,
or any part thereof, made of any substance, of any size, in a form that is
commonly displayed."

EUROPEAN SKIN CARE

34 Main St.. Amherst. MA • 253·9879

ACTON HEALTH ASSOCIATES
259 GREAT ROAD
ACTON, MA
TEL (508)263-6788

31 Boltwood Walk
Downtown Amherst

FREE DEllUERY __ .
' 253-7494
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BUffALO WINGS
Monday • Friday •••••••••••••••• 12:00" 1:30 p.n1.

Sunday • Wednesday ••••••••••••• 4130 • 1:00 ~
Thursday • Saturday •••••••••••••• 4&30 .. 2:00 ~

SANDWlCHES
with French Fries, choice of sauce and lettuce.

Fresh chicken wings, split and deep-rried in pure
:Jeanut oil and marinated in your choice of one of
our six original sauces.

SINGLE ORDER r1OJ ••••••••••••••• $3.95
LARGE ORDER r20J ••••••••••••••• $6.95
JUMBO ORDER r30 J ••••••••••
S10.45
o •••

lm!l PARTY PAK rSOJ •••••••••••• $16.95
Bleu Cheese Available

\ : fRIED,CHICKEN :.. .

Chicken Filet •••••••••••••••••••• • S2.95

Chicken Parm ••••••••••••••• ••••• $3.25
[m!!J Clam Roll ••••••••••••••
S2.75
o ••••

Rm!J Homemade Meatball ••••••••••• $2.75

PARADlSE PIECES
Breast (white! .... .... ..... . ... ...... S1.79
WUU! (white) . . .. .. .... . ... . .. . . . ...... 89C
Keel (white) ... ... .. .. .. ..... .. ... ... $1.59
Tbi2h (dark) ........ . . ... .... . ... .... S1.39
L.e2 (dark) ........ . ... .. .. ..... ..... .. 99C

2 Pak • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2 Paradise Pieces
-with roll, French. fries (or rice & beans) and cole
slaw or macaroni ............... ...... $3.45

3 Pak •••

o •••••••••••••

3 Paradise Pieces

with roll, Fre!1c.h. fries (or rice & beans) and cole
slaw or macaroni ........ .. ........... $4.45

Ben and JerrY· s Ice Cream

1

Pints • ~ • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S2.99

2 Paradise Pieces ••••••••••••••••• S2.29
3 Paradise Pieces • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • S3.19

( YOUR CHOlCE OF SAUCE:

QuantifY • Purchases •••••••••••• 99¢ Each
ORIC1NAL

"More than 3
WHITE MEAT SUBSTITUTE, ADD

MilO

50t

L--- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -

DEATH WISH
·-

HOMESTYlE SWEET
COLL.fGE (Terivaki &: Garlic)
T'UPELO (Hon~ &: Mustard)

HAMPSHIRE MALL:
FIRST IN CRUELTY
By Deborah Reiter
I never did have much of a liking
for malls. Uttle plastic cities built to
put the town shops out of business
and provide yet another place for
families and teenagers to waste their
time and money. I must admit though,
that every now and then I brave the
malls for that cheap, ridiculous and
somehow necessary item; socks,
underwear, soap holders and the
inevitable Railroad Salvage sales.
When I ventured into the
Hampshire Mall on Friday afternoon,
July 14, 1989, I was looking for a
cheap pair of clip on sunglasses. But I
got much more than I bargained for.
There, displayed in the middle of the
floor, the crowd oohing and aahing
and •oh how cuteing' about them,
were creatures who had no place being
in a mall. Who, in fact, had no place
being in cages, or even in this country.
A jaguar, pacing incessantly back and
forth in its 6' by 4' cell. A full grown
lion, in a cage just as small, almost
asleep amidst the lines of people. Two
primates, one passively playing with a
plastic toy, the other jumping and
rattling the bars of its small cage in
time with its jaguar neighbor. One
forlomlookingparakeetand
approximately eight baby lion cubs, all
remarkably asleep except for the two
posing for photos.
This remarkable display of
inhumanity and disrespect for other
anima]s was courtesy of Engessers
Exotic Felines, a group which markets
itself as Endangered Species Inc.,
garnering funds as an agency which
•preserves• endangered species.
'Preserves• as in buying threatened
wildlife, in many cases, I suspect,
illegally, and keeping the animals with
as little thought or care as possible,
while allowing them to remain • alive"
and viewable. 'Preserves• as in
breeding baby lion cubs in profusion,
keeping them drugged so they remain
calm, and then when they get too big
to be •cubs* anymore ... well what
would you do if you considered other
life forms just things to make money
from?
If you don't believe the horror
stories about this particular group, just
check their credentiaJs with the

Humane Society. The Society will
probably tell you that they wish there
were laws to put these people out of
business. Sadly, and astonishingly,
there aren't any.
What you can do is call Bob Kirk at
the Hampshire Mall (9 am - 5 pm,
Monday- Friday) and tell him you
think such displays of cruelty are
disgusting and unnecessary, and that
you don't want to see it again next
year. Your voice does matter. Far too
many people compliment him on
giving them the chance to hold the cute
sleepy lion cub and don't stop to think
what lies behind this menagerie. Mr.
Kirk needs to hear the opposing voices
in force. And to those who can't see
beyond the cute lion cubs, I'd like to
see you travel all summer in a 6' by 4'
cage and spend all day inside a mall
with people staring at you. Would be
really •cute•, wouldn't it?
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Jeremy Leviloon
Tile Colombian armed forres are now
occupied with perhap; the mart ironic task

any government force has faced; they are
working to destroy their own economy. The
United States, in the throes of anti-cocaine
hysteria, has stepped up it's direction and
support for Colombia's 'war on drugs'. The
goal is to wipe out an industry several times as
large as Columbia's coffee crop, the largest
legal export commodity.
The United States is, of course, the world's
largest importer of cocaine. Over the ~ten
years, we have seen street prices drop
sharply. Indeed, ~has captured an
enormous amount of press due to ifs
integration into America's unack:nowiedged
economy. It finances corruption, Hollywood
movies, new cars, mercenary armies; the list
goes on and on. Coke is becoming a pillar of
the urban and suburban economies.
Rather than delve into the root causes of rur
culture's masodtistic fascination with the
drug, om government has chosen to attack the
problem at what it ca& the source, rural
Colombia.
Carlos Lehder and his king-pin cohorts are
merely the managers of this illegal industry.
As with all industry' the actual production is
carried out by workers, in this case, large
segments of the Colombian peasantry. These
are the people who shall bear the burden c::l
America's addiction. The plan is to impede
the production of this comodity. Mr. Bush,
for the first time in his life, has had his
business sense fail. He would do well to
realize that the cultivation c1 coca is fueled by
the need for income, in Columbia, subsistence
level for the most part
If Mr. Bush's goal is to see the production

of coca end, he has three choices. He can
choose to not concern himself with the
inevitable economic chaos tim will create for
the Colombian people. Or, he can choose to
believe that productioo will cease and no
replacement will be needed. (there are re:wns
they don't all grow coffee.) Lastly, the United
States might utilize ifs resources 1o encourage
the creation of alternatives. Perhaps the U.S.
could alter ifs eronomic relationship to allow
Cohnnbia to rebuild a sustainable economic

infrastructure. 'The government has evkkntly
chosen the f<rmer alternatives.
This strategy nmes a plethora of questiom.
The cerrtral one is, 'Does Washington actually
intend to win this 'war'? Don't they recall that
the war on the Latin American and Caribbean
marijuana merely lead to it's massive
expansion here in the U.S? Indeed, in the
streets of Bogota, they smoke California
sinsemilla. If and when this strategy is
successsful, what will be Washington's
fCI"eign policy t.ow'ard.s a Colombia that has
imploded beneath the weight of a devastated
eamomy?
Or will it go that far? One of the moo
magical powers of a federal administration has
been to create a wave of hysterical support for
wacky foreign policy moves including
invasions, bombings arms deals and support
for terrorists. This has always provided a
president with a much freer hand in the reahn
of foceign affairs. With the spectre of
communism no longer a sellable threat, will
the drug war provide justification for
intervention and other violations of the
sovereignty of Latin American peoples for the
next 10, 20 or 40 years?
The current drug war is one in a long line
of refusals to take a critical look at our own
society. In diverting our attention away from
the problem, we compound the injustice we

do ourselves with the damage we inflict on
Columbia.
"Why is our society so effected by
cocaine?• When this and other questions loom
large on the pages of newspapers, we will
have arrived at a new era in American politics
and society. One in which we seek to address
the causes and not ooly the symptoms. In this
particular case, the treatment will cause far
more damage than relief.
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DELIVERS TO UMASS

For LP's, Cassettes, & CO's

WE BUY COLLECTIO"S
41 N. Ptnsant St. llmhent. Mil (411) ZSl-9Z09

and other Amherst locations ...

256-8148

256-8147

Grateful Dead Tour Schedule
Brendan Byrne Arena, NJ
October 11, 12, 14, 15, 16
Spectrum, Philadelphia, PA
October 18, 19, 2 0

Delivery Specials ...
$1.50 off Any Large Pizza or
Four FREE cans of soda.
$1.00 off Any Small Pizza or
Two FREE cans of soda.

Special~~
Order 5 Pizzas, Get one FREE II
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Your Order Will Be Ready When You Arrive

CALL 253-3808
256-0115
356 COLLEGE ST.
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AMHERST, MASS.
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Let Us Make A

liever Out Of Yo
If you could hear what our many customers have
to say, you'd understand why we get so much repeat
business. At Sound in Motion, there's no high
pressure selling ... just high-quality products and personalized service.

We take the time to determine which car stereo
system is the right one for you. And we stand behind
our work with a solid guarantee. If you have any
problems with the system within 60 days of installation, we'll replace it free . And for as long as you own
the car, we'll cover it with a limited warranty.
Once you've heard a Kenv;ood and our other fine.
stereo products, you'll be a believer in Sound in
M.otion's reputation for quality. We're your total
mobile electronics sales and installation headquarters
for car stereos , cellular phones and radar detectors.
Why take a chance with anyone else? We're your
car stereo specialists .

....___ _THE CAR STEREO SPECIALIST~S--__.
ROUTE 9 • HADLEY, MA • 586-6227
Mon.- Sat. 9-Sp.m. • Sun . Noon- Sp.rn.
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PLEASE PHOTOCOPY THIS PAPER!!!

HANDY-DANDY CLIP'N'MAIL COUPON

-----------------------------for best resu.1.ts, remove the

Your Name .... . . . .. . . ... . . .... .. ....... . ..... .. .

staple, then send it through
the copier. Re-staple .,..hen
finished.
If you get this
paper in some other ~ay than
aa1l order subscription,
please take a minute to clio
the handy coupon belo.,.. and ·
send it to us. We'd love t:;
see how far this paper goes .
It's sort of like .,..hen thev
tag birds to see .,..here they
fly to.
If you .,..ould like a
subscription, fill out the
necessary information and
send it along . We hope you
f1nd our publicati on useful,
1nformative, and interesti ng.

Street Address ... ..... ............. . ......... . .
I
C1ty, State, Zlp ................ ......... , .... .
I

Where;How did you get thls ........ . ....... .... .

I
I

favorite Part . . . ..... .......... ..... ...... .... .

I

Other Comments .. . .... . . .. . ........... . ..... .. . .

I

Do you ·... ant a subscr1pt1on?
I! yes,

f1ll

1n

Yes......

No . .. ..

the appropr1ate info below:

fREE . ....

I

Pa1d .. ...

Send .. . . . . 1ssues at SO cents each

Enclosed

IS

wlll make ...... copies per week

I

1

THE WEEKLY NEWS
Suite 222
P.O. Box 6000
Amherst, MA 0100 2

my payment of S ........ tsend cashll

Pl~a s e send us v~luntary donat1ons 1f poss1ble1
ThanK s a l ot for your t1me. we appreciate It!:

Science Store
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EDUCATIONALGAMES. TOYS.

BIRDS

SNAKES
INSECTS

& KllS
BINOCULARS

SEA LIFE

ASTRONOMY
PHYSICS
ELECTRIOTY
LASERS
WEATI-ER
ANAlOMY
ILLUSIONS
DINOSAURS
MATH

TElESCOPES
MICROSCOPES
FIELD LENS
MINERALS

fl

GLOBES
POSTERS
ROCKETS

WEATHERINSTRUMENTS
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LM8pshfts

20
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Skirts

to 50"

sele~ted

Cloth1ng

SUPPLIES FOR THE EXPERIMENTER
174 N. PLEASANT, AM£RST
Located doNntoNn Amherst

SUD 12-5
Daily lo-6
~' •ortheapton-18 Center St. ="'£~!!!,~f•
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